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Abstract. Passively mode-locked ruby-laser pulses are used to generate nearly diffraction-
limited picosecond light pulses in a dye cell by longitudinally amplified spontaneous 
emission. The output pulses are amplified in three longitudinally pumped dye cells, then 
spectrally filtered with a grating spectrometer and finally reamplified in a fourth dye 
amplifier in order to generate intense frequency tunable picosecond light pulses. 
PACS: 42.55M, 42.60 
Various pulsed dye laser systems are available for 
tunable picosecond pulse generation [1, 2]. Flash-
lamp pumped mode-locked dye lasers [3], synchron-
ously pumped lasers [4], short-cavity resonators [5], 
quenched transient lasers [6], distributed feedback 
lasers [7], and amplified spontaneous emission sys-
tems [8] have been investigated. 
The arrangements applying amplified spontaneous 
emission (ASE) may be grouped into longitudinally 
pumped [8-10], transversally pumped [11-13], and 
travelling-wave transversally pumped systems 
[14-18]. In longitudinally pumped systems the ampli-
fication of spontaneous emission is limited by excited-
state absorption of the pump laser light [19]. In 
transversally excited dye cells the duration of the 
amplified spontaneous emission signal is restricted by 
the transit time of light through the pumped region, 
and two pulses are emitted in opposite directions. The 
travelling-wave transverse pumping technique uses a 
grating for matching the propagation of the pump 
pulse and the amplified spontaneous emission signal. It 
avoids the drawbacks of longitudinal (excited-state 
absorption of pump pulse) and transverse pumping 
(limitation of duration, double pulsing). 
In this paper we describe a versatile longitudinally 
pumped dye laser generator-amplifier system that 
generates intense frequency tunable picosecond light 
pulses and avoids the problems of pump-pulse excited-
state absorption. The light generation is initiated by 
amplified spontaneous emission in a dye generator cell. 
The output signal is amplified in a chain of longi-
tudinal amplifiers, and spectrally narrowed and tuned 
with a spectrometer. Overall conversion efficiencies 
(output dye-laser pulse energy to total input pump 
pulse energy) of about 10% are achieved. 
1. Amplification Considerations 
The light generation in a longitudinally pumped dye 
generator cell is limited by excited-state absorption. 
Pump-laser photons that are absorbed by excited-state 
absorption do not contribute to amplification of 
spontaneous emission. Even under extreme bleaching 
conditions (pump energy density wL>sSL = hvL/(jL; 
sSL is saturation energy of dye bleaching [dimension 
J /cm 2 ] , oL is ground-state absorption cross-section at 
the pump-laser frequency vL) the pump pulse pene-
tration depth is limited to 
/ e f f = ( i V a e x , L ) - 1 . (1) 
This equation is derived from 
Tex, L=exp ^ - J NexaeXt Ldz^ = exp( - Nae]t< L lel()=e " 1 
and is valid for sample lengths />/eff. Nex is the 
population number density of the S1 state of the dye. N 
is the total number density of dye molecules, crex L is the 
excited-state absorption cross-section at the pump 
laser frequency. 
The amplification of spontaneous emission is given 
by the differential equation [19] 
energy is used to pump longitudinally a series of 
amplifier cells to increase the output signal of the 
generator cell to a high energy level. 
The small-signal amplification of input light in 
amplifier cells is also determined by (2) where the first 
term may be neglected. The output signal is given by 
dz 
F hvFNexAQASE 
crad 4n 
, F W ex^F • (2) 
^ F , o u t _ ^F , in e X P ( < T e m - < W ) SNexdz (7) 
The first term gives the spontaneous emission and the 
second term represents the amplification of sponta-
neous emission. r r a d is the radiative lifetime of the 
excited-state. It is related to the fluorescence lifetime T F 
by TF = qFTrad, where qF is the fluorescence quantum 
efficiency. Spontaneous emission radiates in all direc-
tions (solid angle AQ = 4n) but amplification of sponta-
neous emission is important only within a small solid 
angle AQASE = (7tdj/4)/l} where dF is the beam diam-
eter of the amplified spontaneous emission signal at 
a distance L from the generator cell. 
Integration of (2) gives 
hvFAQAw 
The maximum possible small-signal gain is I J Nexdz 
^ 
rmax 
GAMP=^=exp[(<7 e (8) 
The minimal necessary pump pulse energy for max-
imum small-signal amplification is again given by 
^ U t of (6). 
The ratio of amplifier gain to generator gain is 
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The maximum possible intensity is obtained for For maximum amplification the ratio is 
lN„dz = NlM = arl • 
rmax 
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The spontaneous intensity is, see (2) without second 
i 
term, Isp = hvFAQASE $ Nexdz/(4nTrad). The maximum 
o 
spontaneous intensity is limited to I™x = hvFAQASE/ 
(47TC7EX5LTRAD). 
The maximum 
ln(GS) 
l - ( G S ) " 1 ' 
(10) 
The amplification of input light dominates over the 
intrinsic amplified spontaneous emission as long as 
/ > / 1 - G A M P 
i f - i n > i s M n ( G A M P ) 
(11) 
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This maximum gain is already obtained for a picosec-
ond pump pulse energy density of about 
w L,opt" -hvTNleff = (6) 
Since further increase of pump energy does not in-
crease the amplification of fluorescence light, only the 
optimum pump pulse energy is entered to the gen-
erator cell in the experiments. The residual pump pulse 
A seeding signal of intensity J F i n determined by (11) is 
enough to dominate over amplification of spontaneous 
emission. In our experiments the seeding signal from 
the generator cell dominates already completely in the 
first amplifier cell. 
As along the amplifier chain the light signal is 
amplified the small-signal amplification changes over 
to the strong-signal amplification where the gain is 
limited by depopulation of the excited state by stimu-
lated emission. The strong signal amplification has to 
be Gsttong<(vF/vL)WJWFtin by reason of energy con-
servation. In the strong-signal amplification case the 
usable pump pulse energy is not limited to WLovt since 
it is used to reexcite molecules returned to the ground-
state by stimulated emission. 
2. Experimental Arrangement 
The experimental set-up of the ruby-laser pumped dye-
laser generator-amplifier system is depicted in Fig. 1. A 
passively mode-locked ruby laser (saturable dye D D I 
in methanol) generates a train of picosecond pulses. A 
krytron triggered Kerr shutter [20] selects a single 
pulse out of the train. The separated pulse is increased 
in energy by passing twice through a ruby amplifier. 
The amplified ruby-laser pulses have an average 
duration of 30 ps and a pulse energy of up to 6 mJ. 
The amplified ruby-laser pulse is slightly focused 
(lens L I focal length / = lm) and pumps the dye-laser 
generator-amplifier system. The mirror M l (reflectiv-
ity £ = 30%) selects the pump pulse for generating 
amplified spontaneous emission in the generator cell 
G . The generated signal is amplified in three following 
longitudinally pumped dye cells. The laser mirrors M 2 
(£ = 30%), M 3 ( £ = 50%) and a 90° deflection prism 
direct the pump light to the amplifier cells. The edge 
filters E reflect ruby light while transmitting the 
amplified spontaneous emission signal. The temporal 
synchronization of the ruby-laser pump pulses to the 
dye-laser signal is achieved by observing the temporal 
output with a streak camera. Without temporal 
overlap between pump pulse and signal from the 
generator cell the amplifiers act themselves as gen-
erators and produce amplified spontaneous emission. 
The optimum time synchronization is adjusted by 
pulse duration minimization. 
In the generator cell G and the first amplifier cell 
A l stimulated resonance Raman scattering [21,22] 
may occur simultaneously producing a spectrally 
small line upon the broad amplified spontaneous 
signal. The amplified spontaneous emission signal may 
act as seeding signal for stimulated resonance Raman 
amplification (start of stimulated Raman scattering 
from amplified spontaneous emission signal instead of 
quantum fluctuations). The amplification of the stimu-
lated resonance Raman signal in the amplifier chain 
would reduce the amplification of the broad-band 
amplified fluorescence signal. Special edge filters E F 
are used to suppress the resonance Raman signal at the 
cost of some narrowing of the spectral width of the 
ampified spontaneous emission signal. 
The spectral tuning and narrowing of the generated 
dye-laser signal is achieved with a grating spectrometer 
arrangement (SI, L3 , G R , L4, S2). The energy loss due 
to spectral narrowing is compensated in a final dye cell 
amplifier A4 which is pumped with a split-off (BS 
before LI ) and amplified (amplifier 2) part of the ruby-
laser pulse. The increase of the ruby-laser pulse energy 
in amplifier 2 is about of factor of 10 (single pass). 
The generated dye-laser pulses are analysed with a 
streak camera (SC) and a spectrograph (SP). Various 
photodetectors (not shown in Fig. 1) along the 
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up of ruby-laser pumped dye-laser generator-amplifier system. (BS: Beam splitter. L1-L7: lenses. M 1 - M 3 : 
partial reflecting mirrors. G : generator dye cell. A1-A4: amplifier dye cells. D1-D3: optical delay blocks. E : longpass edge filters. E F : 
short-pass edge filters. G R : grating. SP: 60 cm grating spectrograph. SC: streak camera) 
generator-amplifier chain are used to monitor the 
amplification behaviour. The divergence of the dye-
laser pulses behind the generator and the various 
amplifiers is analysed with a diode array system and 
with apertured photodetectors. 
3. Results 
In our experiments various laser dyes have been used 
to cover the spectral range from 725 to 940 nm 
(rhodamine 800 in methanol: 725-790 nm; D D I in 
methanol: 745-755 nm; styril 9 in D M S O : 
790-880 nm; H D I T C in 1:1 ethylene g lyco l -DMSO 
mixture: 825-870 nm; IR140 in 1:1 ethylene glycol-
D M S O mixture: 880-940 nm). The dye IR140 is from 
Kodak, the other dyes are from Lambda Physik. Here 
only results for the dye D D I (l,l '-diethyl-
2,2'dicarbocyanine iodide) in methanol are presented. 
The absorption and emission spectrum of D D I in 
methanol is depicted in Fig. 2. The absorption cross-
sections are obtained from transmission measure-
ments. The stimulated emission cross sections are 
derived from backward fluorescence measurements 
[23-27] (excitation source: tungsten lamp; detection 
with Tracor D A R R S diode array system). Other dye 
parameters are listed in Table 1. In the experiments the 
used dye concentrations are 1 0 " 4 m o l / l for the gen-
erator cell (length 1 cm) and 2 x l 0 ~ 4 m o l / l for the 
amplifier cells (lengths 0.5 cm). 
The ratio of generated output pulse energy to total 
pump pulse energy in front of the beam splitter BS is 
plotted in Fig. 3 for the generator cell G and the 
amplifiers A I , A2, and A3. The detectors were aperture 
to accept a divergence angle o f J0 = 2 x l O - 3 rad (solid 
Table 1. Parameters of D D I in methanol. Concentration 
C = 10" 4 mol/1, laser wavelength 1L = 694.3 nm 
Parameter Value Ref. 
Cross-sections 
°"ex,F 
7.5x10" 
5x10" 
5x10" 
1 6 cm 2 
1 7 cm 2 
1 7 cm 2 
a 
[28] 
b 
Maximum penetration 
depth 
/eff 0.33 cm Eq. (1) 
Lifetimes 
T rad 
17 ps 
4.0 ns 
[28] 
Resonance Raman shift 
1348 cm" 1 d 
a Fig. 2 
b Assumed 
c Calculated with Strickler-Berg formula [24] 
d This work 
angle AQ = nA62/4 = 3 x 10" 6 sr) which is slightly lar-
ger than the divergence of the amplified spontaneous-
emission signal behind the generator cell and of the 
amplified signal behind the third amplifier. The pump 
radiation enters convergent to the generator cell with a 
beam diameter of d G Ä 0 . 8 m m ( F W H M ) . For the 
amplifier cells the pump pulse is slightly divergent 
with diameters d A 1 ~ 0 . 4 m m , d A 2 ~ 0 . 6 m m , and 
d A 3 ~ 0 . 8 m m . The generated radiation is polarized 
parallel to the pump pulse polarization. 
The curves in Fig. 3 represent a least-square fit to 
the experimental points. The open circles show the 
build-up of amplified spontaneous emission in the 
generator cell. For a weak total pump pulse energy 
WAVELENGTH X [ nm] 
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Fig. 3. Energy conversion of ruby pump light WL to dye laser light 
WF. The total pump pulse energy is measured before entering the 
generator-amplifier chain (position LI in Fig. 1). The curves 
connect the experimental points smoothly. Open circles, signal 
behind generator G . Closed circles, signal behind amplifier A l . 
Open triangles, pulse behind second amplifier A2. Closed 
triangles, output behind third amplifier A3 
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Fig. 4. Angular distribution of output signal of laser generator 
cell in the saturation region (WL~3 mJ). The upper curve is a 
factor of 10 expanded 
(W2<100 \tf) only spontaneous emission occurs. The 
experimental point at 100 jxJ with WF/WL&5 x 1 0 ~ 1 0 
is in good agreement with expectation of 
spontaneous radiation [ WSJ WL = (vF/vL) (TF/zrad) 
R1AQ/4n^3x 1 0 " 1 0 ; A F « 7 4 0 nm, A L = 694.3 nm, 
1^ = 0.3 reflectivity of mirror M l , AQ = 3 x 1 0 " 6 sr]. 
Wi th increasing pump energy the amplified sponta-
neous emission signal rises steeply up to a limiting 
value of WF/WLcz2x 10~ 5 giving an amplification of 
the fluorescence of G A S E Ä 4 X 1 0 4 . The expected 
maximum amplification according to (5) is 
G m | ^ 8 x 10 4 for <7 e m = 7.5 x 1 0 " 1 6 c m 2 (Fig. 2), 
<rex>F = 5 x 1 0 " 1 7 cm 2 , and <xex,L = 5 x 1 0 " 1 7 c m 2 [28]. 
The dye amplifier chain increases the output pulse 
signal up to an energy conversion of WF/WL ~ 0.09 after 
the third amplifier cell (Fig. 3). In the saturation region 
(WL > 2 mJ) the amplification in cell A l is « 200, in cell 
A 2 Ä 8 , and in cell A 3 Ä 2 . The pulse to pulse energy 
fluctuations behind the amplifier chain are very small. 
The spatial distribution of the amplified sponta-
neous emission signal behind the generator cell is 
depicted in Fig. 4. It exhibits a sharp spike of diver-
gence A9 = 201/2 = (l ±0.4) x 10" 3 rad (corresponding 
solid angle A QASE = nA <92/4 ^  8 x 10 " 7 sr) upon a broad 
pedestal (see also [29]). The central spike is a factor of 
2 x 10 4 more intense than the pedestal and contains 
about one fifth of the total amplified spontaneous 
emission energy. The pedestal radiant pulse energy is 
about a factor of 200 higher than the sideward 
fluorescence radiance dWsp/dQ. The divergence angle 
A6 of the sharp amplified spontaneous emission spike 
is considerably less than the geometrical angle 
d G / / e f f ^0.25 . In the experiments the pump pulses 
traverses convergently the generator cell. Divergent 
pump pulse geometries give larger divergence of the 
amplified spontaneous emission signal [8-10]. The 
small divergence is thought to be due to the build-up of 
spatial coherence (interference of amplifying photons 
with fluorescing molecules) in the process of amplified 
spontaneous emission [30, 31]. It should be noted that 
in the saturation region of amplified spontaneous 
emission (WL>2 mJ, W ^ x l O - 8 J, IF=WF/(d2GAtF) 
^ 7 x 10 6 W/cm 2 ) the number of photons which trans-
verse the area of coherence S at / e f f [S ^ llf^d%vF) 
Ä 1 0 ~ 7 cm 2 ] within the coherence time £ c o h [ £ c o h ^ l / 
AvF = l/(cAvF)~2.8 x 1 0 " 1 3 s, vF-120 c m " x ] is 
<5 = / F S t c o h / / i v F > 1 0 5 (ö is the photon degeneracy pa-
rameter) [32]. 
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Fig. 5a-d. Generated dye laser spectra in generator-amplifier 
system, (a) behind generator cell G , (b) behind first amplifier A l , 
(c) behind second amplifier A2, (d) behind third amplifier A3 
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Fig. 6a-f. Temporal pulse shapes of (a) pump pulse, (b) amplified 
spontaneous emission signal behind generator G , (c) behind 
amplifier A l , (d) behind amplifier A2, (e) behind amplifier A3, and 
(f) behind amplifier A4 
Typical pulse spectra along the generator-amplifier 
chain are shown in Fig. 5. The generator spectrum (a) is 
strongly structured. The positions of the spectral peaks 
change from shot to shot. The structure is thought to 
be caused by the build-up of temporal coherence in the 
amplification of spontaneous emission [30, 31]. The 
spectral fine structure agrees approximately with the 
inverse overall duration of the generated signal 
(Avttl/AtF9 see Fig. 6b). Along the amplifiers the 
spectra are smoothed by gain saturation (Fig. 6b-d). 
The central emission frequency shifts slightly to longer 
wavelengths. This behaviour is mainly due to the 
transmission characteristics of the long-pass edge 
filters E . The spectral overall width of the generated 
pulses is approximately J v F — 1 2 0 c m - 1 ( F W H M ) . 
The temporal pulse development is illustrated in 
Fig. 6. The pulse durations are measured with a 
Hamamatsu type C I 587 streak camera with fast streak 
plug-in of type M l 9 5 2 (2 ps time resolution). Part (a) 
depicts the input pump pulse shape (AtL = 30ps 
F W H M ) . The temporal pulse shape of the amplified 
fluorescence signal behind the generator cell is shown 
in part (b) (pump pulse energy WL~3 mJ). The overall 
duration is J t F ~ 9 p s ( F W H M ) . The generation of 
pulse durations shorter than the pump pulse duration 
is due to the high amplification of fluorescence light 
[14-19] and is supported by the short fluorescence 
lifetime of the dye. The amplifiers A l to A3 broaden the 
pulse duration from 9 ps after the generator to about 
20 ps after the third amplifier (Fig. 6c-e). The broaden-
ing is due to gain saturation in the amplifiers. A 
temporal substructure of the pulses is resolved. A n 
even finer temporal structure is expected from the 
spectral distributions of Fig. 5 (temporal beating 
structure). 
The generated picosecond dye laser pulses in the 
generator-amplifier system G - A 3 are not bandwidth 
limited (AvAt~70) because of the broad region of 
stimulated emission. With a grating spectrometer 
arrangement (Fig. 1) the pulses may be spectrally 
narrowed down to Av^lcm'1 (AvAt~l) without 
remarkable temporal broadening (for band-width 
limited Gaussian pulses it is AvAt = 0.441). In our 
experiments we narrowed the spectra down to 
AvF~25 c m - 1 (focal length of lenses L3 and L4 is 
30 cm, grating has 1200 lines/mm, slit widths of S x and 
S 2 are 1 mm) and Z l v F ~ 8 c m - 1 (0.2 mm slit widths) 
and tuned the frequency within the input band width. 
The energy losses due to spectral narrowing, due to 
tuning to the spectral wings, and due to transmission 
losses are compensated in the final amplifier cell A4. 
The results obtained with the spectrometer and 
reamplifier arrangement are summarized in Fig. 7 
where the normalized spectral output pulse energy 
density envelopes (dWF/dlF)/WL are plotted versus 
WAVELENGTH X F [ n m ] 
Fig. 7. Spectral distribution of generated light pulses. (Dashed 
curves: 1 spectrum behind amplifier A3 before spectral 
narrowing; 2 envelope of the peaks of narrowed pulses behind 
spectrometer arrangement; 3 and 4 envelopes of the peaks of 
strongly narrowed and weakly narrowed pulses behind amplifier 
A4, respectively). Solid curves show weakly narrowed pulse 
spectra. Dash-dotted curves present strongly narrowed pulse 
spectra 
wavelength for the pulses entering the spectrometer 
(curve 1), leaving the spectrometer (curve 2) and leav-
ing the amplifier (curve 4 for weakly narrowed pulses 
and curve 3 for strongly narrowed pulses). The light 
passage through the spectrometer system cause a 
transmission loss of 0.2 (comparison of curves 1 and 2). 
A t the central frequency the spectral pulse shapes of 
weakly and strongly narrowed pulses behind the 
spectrometer and behind dye amplifier A4 are in-
cluded. The amplifier slightly narrows the spectral 
pulse width because the spectral components are 
spatially dispersed and the amplifier has a spatial bell 
shaped gain profile. In the central frequency region the 
pulse amplification is about a factor of 150 and a 
conversion efficiency of WF/WL&0.15 and 0.05 is 
obtained for the weakly and strongly narrowed pulses, 
respectively (WL ruby pulse energy at lens L I , Fig. 1). 
At the spectral wings the amplification rises up to a 
factor of 3000. 
A temporal pulse structure of a weakly narrowed 
and amplified pulse is shown in Fig. 6f. The pulse seems 
still to be somewhat structured. Its envelope duration 
is A tF = 15 ps. For the strongly narrowed and amplified 
pulses durations of At L& 20 ps are measured. 
4. Conclusions 
The reported dye-laser generator-amplifier system 
longitudinally pumped with single picosecond laser 
pulses allows the generation of frequency tunable, 
nearly bandwidth and diffraction limited, intense pico-
second light pulses. Using a mode-locked ruby pump 
laser and several laser dyes the spectral range from 725 
to 940 nm was covered. The spectral range may be 
extended further to the infrared by applying suitable 
dyes [33, 34]. Using second-harmonic pulses of the 
picosecond ruby laser and suitable dyes, frequency 
tunable picosecond pulses in the region of 380-700 nm 
should be producable with the described arrangement. 
Instead of the mode-locked ruby laser, mode-locked 
Nd-glass or N d - Y a g lasers and their harmonics may 
be used as pump sources for the described dye-laser 
generator-amplifier system. 
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